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Technical White Paper 

 

Self-Encrypting Drives in Dell EMC PowerEdge 
servers with VMware vSphere 

Abstract 
This technical white paper introduces the Self Encrypting Drives (SED) offered by 

Dell EMC that helps in encrypting user data by using an encryption circuit built 

into the storage device controller. This paper describes the configurations 

required to enable this security feature on SED drives. The use cases 

demonstrated are for the VMware vSphere and vSAN environments. 
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Executive summary 

Self-Encrypting Drives (SED) comply with the Opal Storage Specification, created by TCG Storage Security 

Subsystem. It is a set of security specifications for features of data storage devices such as disk drives that 

enhance their security. This document is intended to help the user build a configuration with encrypted virtual 

disks to get data-at-rest protection and use the same from a VMware vSphere point of view. For information 

on OPAL and TCG, see https://trustedcomputinggroup.org/.

https://trustedcomputinggroup.org/
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1 Introduction 
The Self-Encrypting Drives (SED) are hard disks or solid-state drives that integrate encryption of user data at 

rest. SED perform encryption or decryption in real-time and these operations are entirely transparent to the 

user. 

The encryption and decryption are performed using a Media Encryption Key (MEK), also known as Data 

Encryption Key (DEK) generated internally in the storage device. SED hardware handles this encryption in 

real-time with no impact on performance. The MEK is not revealed anywhere externally on the drive. 

SED provides two important features: 

• Protect the user data from unauthorized access by auto-locking in the event of the drive being 

misplaced or stolen from a system while in use (secure DAR). 

• Cryptographic Erase or secure erase feature. This is a mechanism to securely erase the data on the 

drive so that the drive can be repurposed or retired. 

1.1 Audience and Scope 
The intended audience for this whitepaper includes system administrators who are familiar with data center 

operations. This white paper is mainly intended for users who wants to understand Self Encrypting Drives 

significance from VMware vSphere perspective. 

1.2 Self-Encrypting Drives (SED) support on VMware 
Dell EMC supports SED drives for VMware vSphere however, support for vSAN is not provided. SED drives 

can be used for vSAN by disabling encryption at the Hardware level if the same is listed in the vSAN HCL 

Database. For more information on vSAN encryption, see vSAN Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ). 

1.3 Hardware and software requirements 
Dell PowerEdge RAID Controller (PERC) cards support Self-Encrypting Disks (SED) for protection of data 

against loss or theft of SEDs. A security key known as KEK is assigned for each controller. The security key 

can be managed under Local Key Management (LKM).  

This security key is used by the controller to unlock the drive so that the drive can use the Data Encryption 

Key (DEK). The hashed Key Encryption Key (KEK) is stored on the PERC controller and never exposed 

outside to controller. 

1.3.1 Prerequisites 
The following are the prerequisites for utilizing SED drives on Dell EMC PowerEdge server: 

• PERC controllers with RAID qualified for encryption. 

• SED Drives 

• Security Key 

• Virtual disk with Security feature enabled. 

All Self-Encrypting Disks are qualified for encryption however, the user needs to create virtual disks with 

physical SED drives to secure the data. 

https://storagehub.vmware.com/t/vsan-frequently-asked-questions-faq/security/
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1.3.2 Hardware requirements 
Dell EMC offers SEDs only on PERC h7xx, h8x0, and PERC fd33xd controllers.The PERC h3xx (PERC 

H345, PERC H330 and PERC H310) series cards are not supported by Encryption Key Management features 

however, the SED drives can be used as standard hard drives.  

Managing the encryption key task is not supported on PERC hardware controllers running in HBA mode. SAS 

HBA controller does not support SED drives however, the SED drives can be used as standard hard drives. 

The table below lists the PERC cards which are LKM Supported for enabling Encryption Key. 

 Managing the Encryption Key Task Supported PERC Hardware Controllers 

PERC Series Related PERC 
Manage Encryption Key Task 
Supported 

PERC 10 PERC H745 Front card & Adapter Yes 

PERC H740P Yes 

PERC H840 Yes 

PERC H745P MX Yes 

 PERC 9 PERC H730 Yes 

PERC H730P Yes 

PERC H730P MX Yes 

PERC H830 Yes 

PERC FD33xD/ PERC FD33xS Yes 

Shared PERC Yes 

PERC 8 PERC H710 Yes 

PERC H710P Yes 

PERC H810 Yes 

1.3.3 Software requirements 
Encryption or decryption operations are completely transparent to VMware ESXi and cannot be identified, 

monitored or managed from the vCenter Server or the host and the client without third party utilities such as, 

PowerEdge RAID Controller (PERC) Command Line Interface (CLI). Listed below are the different ways in 

which Security key and Security on Virtual Disks can be managed and enabled: 

• UEFI or Human Interface Infrastructure (HII) RAID configuration utility 

• PowerEdge RAID Controller Command Line Interface (PERCCLI) utility 

• IDRAC Storage Configuration 

• OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA) 
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2 UEFI or Human Interface Infrastructure (HII) RAID 

configuration utility 

Note: A SED drive connected to PERC H745P MX storage controller placed in a Dell EMC PowerEdge 

MX840c server is used in this section to configure it as an Encrypted Virtual Disk. 

Follow the steps below: 

1. Check the drive encryption capability by choosing Storage Dashboard > Physical Disk 

Management > Advanced.  

2. Once the SED drive is configured as an Encrypted Virtual Disk, the value of Secured is set to Yes if 

the device is configured. This value is No if the device is not configured. 

3. To enable Local Key Management (LKM) on the controller and to create Secure Virtual Disk with SED 

drives follow the user guide Security Key and RAID Management. 

4. For the respective PERC adapter documentation,  see the Storage Adapter and Controllers page and 

select the specific storage controller. Select the Documentation tab and click on the Manuals and 

Documents section from the left pane. 

https://www.dell.com/support/article/pt-br/sln164101/security-key-and-raid-management-for-dell-poweredge-h710-h710p-and-h810-raid-controllers?lang=en
https://www.dell.com/support/home/in/en/inbsdt1/products/data_center_infra_int/data_center_infra_storage_adapters
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3 PERC Command Line Interface (CLI) on VMware ESXi 
Command line interfaces and GUIs are not availble on VMware ESXi to monitor the usage of the SED drive. 

However, there are vendor utilities such as, PERCCLI that provide this feature. 

Follow the steps below to install PERCCLI on VMware ESXi: 

1. Download the PERCCLI utility compatible for VMware ESXi from www.dell.com/support. The 

perccli.gz file can be downloaded by using the keyword PERCCLI. 

Note: Before downloading the perccli.gz file, click on View full driver details and check the Fixes and 

Enhancements section to match the HBA/PERC card support. 

2. Extract the PERCCli_VMWare_xxxxx_xxx_x.xxxx.tar.gzip file to /vmfs/volume/datastore1 on the host 

using the following command:  

tar -xvf PERCCli_VMWare_xxxxx_xxx_x.xxxx.tar.gzip 

3. View the list of installed VIB packages using the following command:  

esxcli software vib list 

4. Install the VIB package using the command:  

esxcli software vib install -v /vmfs/volume/datastore1/vmware-perccli-

xxx.xxxx.xxxx.xxxx.vib 

Here, /vmfs/volume/datastore1 is the path of the stored VIB.  

 

 PERCCLI utility installed on VMware ESXi 

3.1 Monitoring the secure virtual disks within VMware ESXi using 

PERCCLI 
Screenshots used in this section are captured from VMware ESXi 6.7 with the following configurations: 

• ESXi 6.7 U3 Dell Version: A04, Build# 15160138 

• PERCCLI Utility version - 7.529.00 (A07) 

• Server PowerEdge R6515 

• Storage Card H740P Mini 

• System installed with BIOS firmware 1.2.14 

http://www.dell.com/support
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• PERC Storage Card Firmware 50.9.4-3025 

• SED Drive Model- SEAGATE (ST2400MM0149) 

Listed below are command lines offered in the PERCCLI package that can be used to monitor SED drives 

within VMware ESXi:  

1.  Run PERCCLI by browsing to the following location: 

cd /opt/lsi/perccli 

2. The following PERCCLI utility screenshot displays information about Encryption Capable Drive and 

SED enabled Virtual Disk using the command: 

./perccli /c0 show all 
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 Information on Encryption Capable Drive and SED enabled Virtual Disk 
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3. Following screenshot shows that the controller has configured with Local Key Manager making use of 

the following command:  

./perccli /c0 show all 

 

 Controller has been configured with Local Key Manager 

4. To create a RAID volume using SED drive for a non-secured VD, use the following command: 

./perccli /c0 add vd r0 drives=64:2 

 

 RAID volume using SED drive for a non-secured VD created 

5. To encrypt the non-secured virtual disk using the following command:  

./perccli /c0/d1 set security=on  

Here, d1 stands for DiskGroup 1. 

Note: Physical drive should have the SED capable feature 
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 Non-secure virtual disk encrypted 

6. To create a RAID volume directly with SED capable drive, use the following command:  

./perccli /c0 add vd r0 drives=64:2 sed 

Here, RAID type is RAID-0, Enclosure ID 64, Drive Slot ID 2 and sed option for creating security-

enabled drive. 

 

 RAID volume created directly with SED capable drive 

7. To erase data and security information on the SED Physcial Drive, use the following command: 

./perccli /c0/e64/s2 secureerase force 

Here, Enclosure ID is 64 and the drive Slot ID is 2. 

Note: In order to perform this erase, the physical drive must be in an unconfigured state. 

 

 Data and security information erased on the SED Physcial Drive 

8. To display information about the physical drive, including device attribute, settings, and port 

information for a specific slot in the controller, use the command: 

./perccli /c0/e64/s2 show all 

Here, Enclosure ID is 64 and the Drive Slot ID is 2. 

Note: If the SED Enabled and Secured option is displayed as No, then the SED capable drive is not 

configured with encryption. 
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 Display drive details 

9. Check the mapped virtual disk information on VMware ESXi OS using the following command:  

esxcli storage core device list 

10. To create multiple RAID 0 virtual disks with each SED drive connected to the drive backplane, use 

the following command: 

./perccli /c0 add vd each r0 sed 

For more PERCCLI commands, see Dell EMC PowerEdge RAID Controller CLI Reference Guide. 

https://www.dell.com/support/manuals/us/en/04/poweredge-rc-h830/perc10_plus_hba_clirg/controller-background-tasks-operation-commands?guid=guid-788ad228-f0c2-4847-8e49-4490a04201bf&lang=en-us
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4 iDRAC Storage Configuration 
The Integrated Dell Remote Access Controller (iDRAC) embedded in Dell EMC PowerEdge servers allows 

you to deploy, update, monitor and maintain PowerEdge servers with or without a systems management 

software agent. iDRAC also helps to manage storage related functions on the system at run-time. You can 

perform virtual disk encryption with SED drives through iDRAC. Though encryption is enabled in the 

controllers, encryption must be manually enabled on the virtual disk, if it is created using iDRAC. 

Note: The following section demonstrates how to enable encryption on a virtual disk created through iDRAC 

GUI with SED drives. 

Follow the steps below to encrypt the virtual disk:  

1. In the iDRAC web interface, go to Configuration > Storage Configuration. 

2. From the Controller drop-down menu, select the controller to view the created virtual disks. 

3. Click Virtual Disk Configuration. All the virtual disks associated to the controller are displayed. 

4. To enable security in the virtual disk, from the Action pane, select Encrypt Virtual Disks. 

5. Click Apply Now. Depending on your requirement, you can also choose to apply At Next Reboot or 

At Scheduled Time. Based on the selected operation mode, the settings are applied. 

For more information about iDRAC storage configuration, see Remote Enterprise Systems Management. 

https://www.dell.com/support/home/us/en/04/products/software_int/software_ent_systems_mgmt/remote_ent_sys_mgmt
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5 Dell OpenManage Server Administrator 
Dell OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA) is a complementary tool that provides a comprehensive, 

one-to-one systems management solution. OMSA provides this solution in two ways: 

• An integrated, web browser-based graphical user interface (GUI) 

• Command Line Interface (CLI) through the operating system. 

OMSA can be used to manage Local Key Manager (LKM) on storage controllers which helps in encrypting the 

virtual disk.  

5.1 Configure Dell OMSA on VMware ESXi  
To download and install Dell OpenManage Server Administrator VIB according to your VMware ESXi version 

and the server model, follow the steps below:  

1. Go to www.dell.com/support and enter the system service tag or the server model number.  

2. Select on the Drivers and Downloads tab and choose the corresponding operating system.  

3. Search for the vib package using the keyword OMSA.  

4. Extract the OM-SrvAdmin-Dell-Web-x.x.x-xxxx.VIB-ESX67i_A00 zip file. 

5. Upload the VIB to the Datastore using winscp or vSphere web client. 

6. Install the VIB package using the following command: 

esxcli software vib install -v 

/vmfs/volume/datastore1/Dell_bootbank_OpenManage_x.x.x.ESXixxx-xxxx.vib 

5.2 Configure Dell OMSA on Windows operating system 
To download and install Dell OpenManage Server Administrator on Windows OS, follow the steps below: 

1. To access the OMSA installed on ESXi host remotely, download and install OMSA application on the 

management or client system running Windows operating system.  

2. Download the Dell OMSA application for Windows operating system from www.dell.com/support or 

see Support for Dell EMC OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA). 

3. Once the OMSA zip file is downloaded, install the setup.exe from the folder path: 

C:\OpenManage\windows. After the installation, open Dell OpenManage Server Administrator from 

the desktop shortcut created. 

4. Manage the OMSA interface by providing the IP address of the ESXi host in Server Administrator 

launcher, user (root) and password.  

5. Select the checkbox for the option Ignore certificate warnings. 

For more information on how to manage LKM and encrypt the virtual disk, see OpenManage Server 

Administrator Storage Management User guide(s). 

http://www.dell.com/support
http://www.dell.com/support
https://www.dell.com/support/article/en-in/sln312492/support-for-dell-emc-openmanage-server-administrator-omsa?lang=en#OMSA_Download
https://www.dell.com/support/home/en-us/products/software_int/software_ent_systems_mgmt/ent_sys_mgmt_opnmng_svr_admin
https://www.dell.com/support/home/en-us/products/software_int/software_ent_systems_mgmt/ent_sys_mgmt_opnmng_svr_admin
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6 vSAN with Self Encrypting Drive (SED) 
vSAN is a software defined storage which provides a software-based encryption to support data at rest 

encryption on any storage device. vSAN is also FIPS complaint and hence, there is no requirement for an 

SED drive which can be 15 to 30 percent more expensive than a standard drive. SED drives can still be used 

for vSAN by disabling the SED functionality in the hardware. 
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7 Summary 
This white paper introduces the Self Encrypting Drives (SED) feature offered by Dell EMC to administrators 

and users for enabling encryption to achieve data-at-rest protection and use the same from a VMware 

vSphere environment. This paper also describes how PERCCLI can be installed on VMware ESXi allowing us 

to monitor the secure virtual disks within VMware ESXi. iDRAC and OMSA configurations have also been 

described to help users manage LKM and encrypt virtual disks. 
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